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THE vast majority of the stars are as invariable in their 
brightness as they are in their apparent positions in the sky. 
But there are many exceptions and these exceptions are 
sufficiently numerous to entitle variable stars to be placed 
in a distinct class by themselves, and within this cla,ss of 
variable stars there are many sub-classes. Thus some show 
a gradual and alternate increase and decrease of light between 
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definite limits occurring within regular intervals. Others 
attain a cert;in maximum and then decline to absolute 
extinction and then again re-appear. Some are continuous 
in their processes of change. Oth.ers are q?ite irreg~la.l' in 
their fluctuations. Others have vanable maXIma and minuna. 
Others have blazed out and never been seen again. Some 
have long periods and others have short and so forth. Very 
little attention curiously enough had been given by astro
nomers to these various classes of variable stars until about 
twenty years ago. The credit of the discovery of several 
hundreds of such stars is due chiefly to t,he labours of quite 
a few astronomers such as Dr. Chandler, J. E. Gore, and 
Dr. Roberts of the Cape Observatory. In view of the fact 
that this sort of work is highly interesting and is well within 
the compass of amateurs, it is curious that it should have been 
so neglected. The binocular and even the naked eye has 
accomplished most of the spade work in this direction. The 
variation is judged by comparisons made with neighbouring 
stars. Of late the number of discoveries made has been greatly 
increased by the introduction of the photographic dry-plate, 
a.large number have been detected by the comparison of the 
photographic star charts made at the American observa
tories of Cambridge and Harvard. The photographed spectra 
of stars which present a peculiar "colonnaded" appearance 
immediately mark them off as variables. The photographio 
method has been especially successful in showing us the 
extraordinarily large number of variables that are to be found 
in star clusters and nebulre. But for ordinary single variable 
stars there is no better method than that of the naked eye or 
the mere opera glass, comparing the variable with adjacent 
stars at the time of its maximum and minimum. It must 
then be carefully noted to which of the neighbouring stars 
it is then equal, or a shade brighter or fainter. A really 
useful work can be done in this direction by the amateur. 
For it demands no expensive instruments nor any mathe
matical knowledge and skill, but only a modicum of patience 
and zeal. The professionals of the observatories gladly 
welcome records of observations sent in by the amateur. 
especially as owing to more pressing and technical work, 
they have little time themselves to devote to the observa
tion of variables. For it must be admitted that some time 
n;tust necessarily be wasted. in extracting these compara
tively few variables (which only number about 20 in a million) 
from the mass of the ordinary denizens of the sky, which are 
of no peculiar interest. In order to obtain precise quanti". 
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tative results in the matter of the variation of the light of 
variables however, instruments of great precision have lately 
been invented for accurately measuring their varying bright
ness. Such are the" photometers." They are of two distinct 
types. The first depends upon the equalization of two lights, 
and the second on the extinction of light. In the first 
method, the standard light of a known star, or of an arti
ficial star is varied in a measurable manner, until it is reduced 
to the same magnitude as that of the variable under discussion. 
Thus a graduated wedge of neutral-tinted glass can be pass
ed in front of the standard star until the star is dimmed 
so as to equal in magnitude the variable. If the variable is 
brighter than the known comparison star, of course the 
wedge process must be rev;ersed, and be used upon the vari
able. The better method, however. is that of extinction, as 
then we have no need of a comparison star. The wedge 
is passed in front of the variable until its light is just ex
tinguished. The reading at which the extinct/ion occurs 
varies with the brightness of the star, and hence its bright
ness can be measured. There is one drawback to this method, 
namely, its greater liability to error due to the uncertainties 
of the atmosphere. Hence it is still necessary to check the 
state of the atmosphere first of all by observing the error 
in the extinction point of a standard star, and thus to be able 
to measure accurately at the time of observation the true 
magnitude of the variable. Variables possess very different 
ranges of variation. Some only range between a fraction of 
a magnitude. Others range through as many as eight magni
tudes, and are as much as a thousand times brighter at mdxi
mum than at minimum. In many cases both their colour 
and spectra change regularly during the course of their varia
tions. Dr. Chandler's catalogue of 1896 contains 383 stars 
asserted to be unquestionably variable. Of these 300 are 
regularly periodic. Of these again he makes fourteen to 
belong to the Algol type, twenty to the Eta Aquiloo class, 
and no less than 250 to the Omicron Ceti type. There are 
6 with periods varying from 25 to 60 days, it being doubt
ful as to which class they should be assigned. Thirty are 
certainly wholly irregular in their variation, and there are 
about 50 stars whose period has not yet been assigned, and 
abput 150 which are suspected of variation. The new vari
ables are mostly telescopic. When a new variable is dis
covered,. it is now custClmary to designate it either by the 
name of the discoverer or by one of the last letters of the 
alphabet joined with its constellation. Professor Pickering 
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a.nd Bailey of Harvard were the first to make the startling 
discovery tha.t a vastly preponderating number of variables 
can be found in certain of th~ star clusters. Some clusters 
contain none, others a very large number. In star-cluster 
Messier 5, in Libra, there are 85 variables out of a total of 
only 900 stars, in Omega Centauri there are 122, a.nd in 
Messier 3 in Canes Venatici there are as many a.s 132. Al
together 600 variables have been found in star clusters up 
to the present. The variations of these star-cluster variables 
are curiously alike. They nearly all go through a cycle of 
a.n average of 121 hours, ranging from a 10-hour to a 14-
hour period. They all slowly and gradually lose their light. 
a.nd then remain at about ha.l£-brightness for some time, 
and then suddenly rush back to their maxima with sta.rtling 
rapidity. This suddenness of the return to full light is very 
remarkable, and hitherto the phenomenon has received no 
.satisfactory explanation. Some vari~bles are very irregular 
in their fluctuations. The most remarkable of such stars 
is Eta Argus, or Eta Carinoo, 59 degrees south (it can be well 
observed from Calcutta, but is too far south to be seen from 
En,gland or North Europe), which varies from the first magni
tude as in 1843, down to the seventh magnitude; which is 
its present brightness. Between 1677, when Halley observed 
it, and 1800, as far as can be judged from the existing records, 
Eta Argus oscillated in brightness between the second and 
fourth magnitude. Between 1800 and 1826 it rose ra.pidly 
in brightness, and between 1838 and 1850 it was never be
low standard first magnitude. Careful observations were 
made of its variations by J. Herschel in 1837 a.t the Cape 
Ob~erva.tory. He records how astonished he was on December 
16, 1837, at coming across an apparently new star of the first 
magnitude. He, however, soon recognized it from its position 
as Eta Argus, and adds that it increased till Janua.ry 2, 
1838, until it equalled Alpha Centauri. It decreased ag~ 
till it was only equal to Aldebaran, but blazed up in 1843 
till it was second only to Sirius in the whole heavens. 4$ 
its brightest it gives 25,000 times more light than a.t i'b(4 
dimmest. Eta Argus is enveloped in a. nebula.. Professo~ 
Loomis is of opinion that a.fter a further period of watching 
this star, it may not improbably.be found to have a. period 
of about 70 years, but if this is rea.lly so, it is absolutely unique 
among the variables. Several variables are known such as 
R.. Andxomedoo which possess as . large or even larger a ra.nge 
of variation than Eta Argus, but none are nearly so bright. 
R. Andromedal is never brighter than the sixth magnitud~ 
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and sinks to the thirteenth. Eta Argus is a most puzzling 
source of speculation. The vastness of the changes that 
must take place there abrolutely staggers the imagination. 

But perhaps the most curious of all celestial phenomena 
are the so-called temporary stars or "Novre." Such stars 
suddenly burst into existence as it were and then as a rule 
gradually fade away. There are fifteen recorded cases of 
stars suddenly blazing up and then fading away again. Hip
parchus drew up rus famous catalogue as a result of seeing 
a Nova in 134 B.C., his object being to leave behind him a 
reoord of the sky as it appeared in his day, in view of pos
sible future change. A Nova was observed in 389 A.D. 
in Aquila. Another famous Nova was the star seen by 
Tyoho when out walking one November evening in 1572. It 
appeared in Cassioprea, and became as bright as Venus and 
was even visible by day. But after 15 months, it absolutely 
disappeared, and has never been seen again. Janesen observ
ed a Nova in Cygnus in the year 1600, of the 3rd magnitude. 
Kepler has recorded that he observed a star in Ophiuchus, 
which became more brilliant than Jupiter, and after two 
years faded rapidly away, leaving absolutely no trace behind 
it. In May 1860 a new star blazed out in Corona Borealis. 
It was noticed by at least five observers who have reoorded 
their discovery. And Schmidt, who was examining that 
part of the heavens a week before the discovery, gives it as 
absolutely certain it was not there before the above date. 
Ten years later, he discovered a new star of the 3rd magni
tude in Cygnus. In a few weeks it faded away. Huggins 
examined it spectroscopically, and found it similar to our 
Sun when at its maximum, but as it faded away its spectrum 
changed to that of a nebula with three bright lines. Alto
gether eight Novre have been recorded as observed in the 19th 
century. OVate years the most notable Nova is that of Auriga, 
discovered in 1892 by an amateur astronomer named Anderson 
at Edinburgh. It quickly reached the fourth magnitude, 
but after three months it sank to the twelfth, after 
another four it again rose to the ninth, and then faded away. 
Trus star was afterwards found on a plate exposed at Har
vard on Deoember 10, 1891, but it was not to be found on a 
pl~te exposed two days earlier. Its spectrum. was examined, 
a.nd was found to be double, one a bright-line, a.nd the other 
a.n absorption spectrum.. The lines too were srufted in such 
a. way as to indicate that two stars were moving in opposite 
directions; the bright-line mass reoeding from, a.n.d the dark· . 
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line mass approaching us. Their velocities were exceedingly 
large and variable ranging up to 500 miles a second. It has 
been conjectured, that in the case of Eta Argus, two large 
bodies may have passed very near eaoh other and thus pro
duced great tidal disturbances, oausing immense eruptions 
corresponding to solar prominencies, only on a vastly larger 
scale. Eight months later the star which had sunk to the 
11th magnitude rose again to the ninth, and then Campbell 
found its spectrum to have beoome that of a planetary nebula. 
If astronomers had the leisure to carefully observe all the mul
titudes of the smaller stars, a vast number would be pro
bably found to be Noval. There are certainly important 
physical resemblanccs between those already observed and 
examined. But much more work needs to be done on suoh 
stars, before we can hope to arrive at any true explanation 
of their vagaries. Many hypotheses have been put for
ward. 'l'hcse sudden oonflagrations might possibly be caused 
by two da,l'k bodies colliding, and setting up enormous heat 
by imp!tct. Or u,gltin, a star too faint to have been seen 
beforo, might; be Jight,cd up by plunging through a nebulous 
maRS of mttttor. 'j'ho latter hypothesis seoms preferable to 
tho former, sinoe on th(~ former supposition, the sudden 
8illking down to invisibility could hardly be acoounted for. 
Tho h)'st Nova WItS discovered only 13 yoars ago in Perseus. 
It mtnw to \)() sllJ'l'ollnded by it llebula which was apparently 
Hpn'adillg outi a,t I\,n enormous rate into space. It looked as 
t.ho\lgh t,110 Hkl'l' W!),S ejooting ma;titer that was travelling 
outward at, I\' vdooit,y oqualto that of light, or nearly 200,000 
milN<\ a !'I(\(l()ud. It il:! probltble, however, that there was 
in r(lality no om.isKion of mttttor at such enormous velocity 
out.ward from tll(~ Rt,n,r, hut tlmt the star, in passing through 
a ndml!l" and in so doing becoming incandescent, was thus 
lighting it up. We w(~ro t,hus beholding the actual motion of 
lightl, 11K it tl'av()llod out ll,nd ~"way from the incandescent star, 
at II, r~1t,(l of 18<1,000 miles a seoond. If this is tho true theory, 
W(' CMl cmlnu1n.to i,11l1t tho Nova must have been at a dis
tnrwo from liS of :WO light; YCMS. As a aub-division of the 
t<nnp()rf~ry !'t,a,rs, iti may ho ment,ioned the "Missing stars," 
By ('O)IlIl:l)'illg UI() pr~s~nt n,Hpcot of the heavens and modem 
('.a,t,a,\oglJ('s wit·1I andont, r(ICol'<is and star atlases, many 
stl.trs M'O now fonnd to ho III i:-u.;ill g. No doubt many such 
.. miHsing" HtMf.! (mll ho ILC(\()lllltod' for on the hypothesis of 
mistaken ontrioH, whoUwf on the part of the recorder, or 
in the reduotion of the observation, or even in the printing, 
It is oertain that in not til few oases one of the planets haa 
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been mistaken for a star, There is no known instance of 
a new star appearing and remaining permanently bright. 
However, it is certain that there are genuine cases of missing 
stars, which cannot be explained away by any supposition 
of mistaken entries, It may be that such stars are in reality 
periodic, possessing a periodicity far exceeding the limits 
of time within which the heavens have been observed with 
any scientific accuracy. In this case they will at some future 
epoch re-appear. Quite another type of variable star includes 
the regularly periodic variables. These can be divided roughly 
into three classes. The first class we will call the short
period variables. The most notable of these are Delta 
Cepheus, Eta Aquilre, and B. Lyrre. Delta Cepheus passes 
from minimum to maximum in 38 hours and from maximum 
to minimum in 91 hours. Eta Aquilre departs from and 
returns to maximum in a 7'189 days cycle. Beta Lyrre, 
which was discovered to be a variable by Goodricke in 1789, 
is a most curious and interesting variable. It has two maxima 
and two minima of unequal values. The whole period being 
12'5 days. From minimum which is 41· magnitude, it rises 
in 2t days to its greatest maximum of 3'4, it then gradually 
sinks in 5 days to 3'9 its lesser minimum, and in 4 days more 
rises to its lesser maximum of 3'5, and then rapidly sinks 
again to its greatest minimum of 4'5. A further very re
markable fact is that this period is not constant, but is 
probably itself periodic, From 1784 onwards the period was 
lengthening, but the lengthening was not constant but became 
gradually slower, until in 1840 the lengthening ceased, and 
since then the period has been shortening. So much for the 
short period variables. The most conspicuous of our second 
class or the long-period variables is Omicron Ceti, generally 
known as Mira-" The Wonderful." This was the first vari
able to be subjected to scientifio scrutiny. David Fabricius 
notified his discovery on the 13th August of 1596. It has 
been carefully observed ever since. Its period is 11 months. 
During most of this time, though invisible to the naked eye, 
it can be easily seen with the aid of binoculars. Onoe in 11 
months it rises rapidly to its maximum, remains at maximum 
for about a fortnight, and then gradually faints away to its 
former long period of faintness, taking about three months 
out of the eleven to make its changes. Its maximum is not 
oonstant however. Sometimes it attains to the brightness of 
a brighter second magnitude star, and sometimes not even to 
that of a fourth magnitude. The period of return to maxima 
is not constant, but varies by several weeks. A large majority 
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of the variables belong to the Mira class of long-period, all of 
them being of a clistinctly reddish hue, and most having a 
U colonnaded" bright-line spectrum. The mean period of 
variation which Argelander computes as 331'3 days is not 
constant, but subject to a larger periodical fluctuation of 
29,700 days during which the mean period of 331'3 days varies 
.to the extent of plus or minus 25 days. Its maximum vari
ation in brightness is also probably periodic. At its maxi
mum its spectrum shows a large number of bright lines, most 
of them probably due to hydrogen, but many as yet remain 
unidentified. The strange conduct of such stars as Mira may 
perhaps be due to eruptions similar in kind to, though vastly 
greater in scale than, the solar prominences. Their periodicity 
is after an no more mysterious than is the periodicity of 
the sun-spots. There are less than 100 stars of the third 
class of periodical-variables known to us, whose most notable 
member is Algol or Beta Persei, the .. Demon star." Its 
R. A. is 3 hours and Decl. 40 degrees 23 minutes. Two 
smaller stars will be seen on either side ()f it. In Autumn 
after sunset it will be in the N. E., in Spring in the N. W., 
and in Winter north of the Zenith. The shortness and great 
regularity of the variations of this Algol type ranging from 
4 hours up to 13'2 days is a characteristic. They suffer a 
partial eclipse at short intervals. When at its brightest 
Algol is of 2'1 magnitude, and when least bright is less than 
3'8. Hence at minimum it is only one-sixth as bright as at 
maximum. Its whole period is 2-89 days, which is constant, 
except for a very slow secular lengthening. It falls from 
maximum to minimum in Ii hours, remains at minimum 
for 20 minutes, and returns to maximum in 3~ hours. These 
ohanges have been noticed from ancient times, but were 
not studied accurately until Goodricke pointed them out 
in 1782. The spectroscope has proved that sllch variables 
as Algol are binaries, too close to be separated by any teles
oope. The shift of the lines of the spectrum shows Algol 
as alternately approaching and retreating from us, as though 
it were one star revolving in an orbit. From 12 to 18 hours 
before obscllration Algol is receding from us at 27 miles a 
second, after the minimum it is approaching us at the Same 
rate. The brighter component is regularly eclipsed by the 
darker one, their orbits being in the same plane with the 
Earth. In other cases where the diminution of light is less 
marked than in the case of Algol, both stars are probably 
bright. When one is behind the other, we should receive 
less light than when they are side by side. In the case of 
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Algol it can be calculated that Algol is 3,250,000 miles distant 
from his dark companion, and that their diameters are 840,000 
miles and 1,060,000 miles respectively. Their united mass is 
two-thirds of the Sun's mass, and their density only one-fifth 
of his. Judging from certain irregularities in the proper 
motion of this pair, it is probable that the pair is itself revolv
ing around another distant dark body in a period of 130 
years. The irregularities, however, may with equal probabi
lity be due to a slow revolution of the orbital apsides of the 
pair. One of the most remarkable of the variables of the 
Algol type is V. Puppis, lately discovered by Dr. Roberts. 
Its period is only 1'5 days. The astounding conclusion has been 
arrived at, that the two components are revolving round one 
another in actual contu,ct. We will now take a further survey 
of the hypotheses we have already touched upon, to account 
for these curious variations of star magnitude. One of the 
most striking things in the whole range of astronomy is the 
suddenness and the vast scale of the outburst of light on the 
part of certain types of variable stars. Many hypotheses more 
or less satisfactory have been put forward to account for these 
astounding phenomena. Certainly no single explanation 
could account for all the various types of variable stars, and 
probably no sure and safe explanation can as yet be given 
for irregular variables. We will hazard a few hypotheseS'. 
Perhaps in some cases the outbursts may be due to the 
collision from time to time between two previously dark or 
semi-dark bodies. We know for several reasons that there 
do exist dark bodies, and that they may move with great 
velocity. The outburst would thus appear where previously 
nothing had been seen. The objection to this theory is the 
rapidity with which the conflagration dies down, until it soon 
,becomes invisible. Another objection to the collision theory 
is that, when we consider the smallness of the diameter of 
stars compared with the vastness of the distances between 
them in space, calculations of probabilities of collisions would 
not lead us to e:ll:pect anything approaching the number· of 
the temporary stars actually observed. On the other hand it 
is not necessary to suppose an 8ictual collision of their surfaces: 
It .would be sufficient in many cases for them to pass very 
near each other, in order to produce very vast upheavals and 
consequent outbursts of light. Perhaps a better theory for 
tempol'ary stars, is that a dark body may beoome incandes
(lent by passing. with great velocity through a nebulous mass. 
The gradual dying down of the light would correspond tQ 
its gradual exit from the nebula, ~ the nebulous matter 011 
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the outskirts became more and more rarified, and hence the 
star became less and less incandescent. It is not impossible 
that these outbursts are due to something akin to 'solar pro
minences on a va~ltly greater scale. In the case of the Nova 
of 186B, Huggins found its spectrum greatly resembled 
that of the Sun, and that it behaved in a manner very simila.r 
to the Sun's spectrum during periods of great solar activity. 
'1'1Ie position of the spectrum lines showed that the out
burst Wltfl due to glowing hYllmgon travelling outwards at 
~tn enormous velocit,y. Its spectrum, like our Sun's, was a 
contilHlOus one, crossed by da,rk absorption lines. Huggins 
attributed the ()utbul'l:!t morely to an exceptionally vast 
emission of hydrog(lll, whieh by its own light and by heating 
np the whole 8urfa,ce of the star was sufficient, he thought, 
i,a !.\,ccount for the groat aceosKion of light. We know the 
l't'd flames round the Nun aro ca,usod by eruptions of hydrogen 
from hiK interiol', and that the~o eruptions are ~1ccompanied 
by H, gr(\:~ti In'ight,olling of pOl'tioul:I of hil:! Aut'faoe, whioh we 
e,.It fltGuite. NewLoll thoughti tlutt outburHts were due to 
tho fallillg int.o t,lIn I"ltrLr of bodies of a cometary nature. But 
t,hiH hypol,lwHiH ImH many ohjootiollA, !1Jnd in any case it could 
not !wcollnii fot' p(\l'iodit)ity. H()rAchol oonsidered the varia
tions lIoLlting mOl'O Umn magnified Hun spots, and that the 
poriodieit,y (iollid he Mlommtod for by the combination of 
,"xl:1l rot,H,t-iOll with t,ho IH'l'iodieity of tihe Rpots themselves, 
in lil·a.l 11lItlllH'I' HK Olll' 1)1l1l ImR 11 "pot-periodicity of approxi
nmt'('iy II YOMH. '1'11(1 light, of t,ho v!~dlLbl() woul<:l be greatest 
\v!wI1 H\>ot,H wure hJ:ll"lt, mul tl'i(~{', 1)~lr8(t 1£ an observer were 
fILl' (\Ilollgh MV,LY, 1m would pN(loivo our Sun to be a variable 
14M, 1~IU\(i\l~h illdMd tho vltriai;ion would be very muoh 
hll'l'! t,!um Ull~t, of any HtHI' which wo (lonominato as " varia,ble." 
It, i14 110/, ill t.ho 10IL:;I, imposHiblo to t,he nature of stollar oom
pO!4it,i()Il, t.o HUPpOK(1 that vory mtloh vastor spot-systems 
(lould (lXiflti ill nOwr "tnt/.'! th!lll in our Sun, without induoing 
diKrupt,ion or diHintigL'l~t,i()ll. MILy not another hypothesis 
110 not, !\,It,o,\.!;(\t.!Wl' 1m pOHl'libl(\, 1l1\,ll1cly, tluLt some at,ars ma.y 
owing t,o OllOl'IltO\l:-\ \'ot,H,t,joWLl volooit.y be Hpheroids of so 
gr't'a,t, ob\a,/,('IWHH, I~H t,{) lmv(l t.!w form of their fla,t disks, some
thillg n.et,llr t,htl fILl'lhio!l of Nn,t,ut'l1 a,I\(l hiH ringH, and xna,ny of 
t 11(1 nalmlm '/ !\11\,Y not, t.iw l\'xiH or rot,ltt-inn vary in inclination 
1,()wa,I'd!~ !,1m gltl't,h, HO IlH flOftwt'LIIWK t,o ho KnOll porpondioular
ly wlwn it, wonltl giVII it:-! maximum light, and sometimes 
to ho l:I(lI\Il (\l\guwh.;(\ 1\,1l1.1 i,hol) t,() b() too thin to bo visible 1 
'.Phi>! UHlOI'Y would Itt. hil/'ll, I~OU()Hllt, fl)1' .. Ih"riodioity." Again, 
mn .. ,\' it lwi, 110 t,Jw.~ l:)(}lUO ~tM:i ara re\'()Iving, along .wJth 
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their surrounding nebula, and that the nebula may ex
tend out from the star very irregularly, or be very irregular 
in density, in such a manner as to present to our view a much 
thicker veil to the star on one side, as star and nebula rotate 
together, than on another. Again may there not be planets 
in other systems of greater size though of vastly less density 
than their primaries (Saturn, for example, is far less dense 
than the Sun), so that in circulating in their orbits, which 
may periodically vary in 'inclination, they may thus cut off 
sometimes more and sometimes less of the light of their pri
maries, and thereby account for the varying maxima and 
minima of so many of the variables. Another theory to 
account for temporary stars, and also vaI"iable stars of the 
Mira class, has been put forward by Lockyer. He supposes 
that such stars are in a primitive condition of close aggregates 
of meteoric bodies, not yet condensed or compact globes, 
and that each such aggregate has another smaller aggregate 
circulating round it in a very eccentric elliptical orbit with 
very small perihelion distance, such that when in perihelion, 
the one meteoric aggregate will graze the other, and thus 
set up an immense number of violent collisions between in
dividual meteorites, without disturbing the general orbital 
motion as a whole. The great irregularity of the stars of this 
class seems, however, to be an objection although not an 
altogether insuperable one to such a theory. It is very 
probable that the more regular and punctual variables may 
all of them be proved to be spectroscop.ic bjnaries; tho vari
ation being due in part at least to eclipse, and also in part 
perhaps to certain tidal interactions, the nature of which 
is at present obscure. The odd and even minima occurring 
as they do in several instances at unequal interva,ls, certainly 
indicate very eccentric orbits. We will conclude by venturing 
to suggest, that the true explrtnation of the variations of the 
greater number of variltblos will be found to be, not in any 
one single hypothesis, suoh as we have put forward above, 
but in every variety of combinat,ion of these hypotheses. 

Note on the Proper Motion of 61 Virgin is 
(B.D~-17°3813). 

By T. P. BHASKAR SHASTRI, B.A. 
THE star 61 Virginls (Mag. 5th) lies in the portion of the 

heavens allotted to the Nizamiah Observatory for the astro" 
graphic catalogue. 
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